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ABSTRACT
End-to-end round-trip times (RTTs), which measure the time when
the source transmitted data and when it received confirmation that
the data was received, have been used by several Internet applica-
tions and protocols as a way to estimate network load and conges-
tion. However, the Internet’s ever increasing size and complexity
pose many challenges to the study of the RTT. RTT’s stochastic na-
ture combined with diverse network topologies, technologies, and
workloads are part of the problem, as well as difficulty in acquiring
representative RTT samples or testing how RTT measurements are
affected by changes in protocols. As part of the answer to these
challenges, this paper presents a characterization study of RTT
traces collected from both real- as well as simulated networked
environments. We verify that temporal- and spatial factors cause
RTT behavior to exhibit particular trends. Using rigorous analyt-
ical methodology, we also confirm that RTT distributions can be
modeled as a power law. We then use RTT power law statistics to
validate and fine-tune simulation environments.

1 INTRODUCTION
Latency is a key performance indicator when designing and eval-
uating computer networks, their protocols, and applications. Of
particular interest is the study of the end-to-end round-trip time
(RTT), the time between when the source transmits the data and
when it receives confirmation that the data was received by the
receiver. Several network applications and protocols use the RTT to
estimate network load or congestion, and therefore need to measure
it frequently. The Transmission Control Protocol, TCP, is the best
known example: it bases its error- and congestion-control functions
on its ongoing estimation of the RTT instead of relying on feedback
from the network.

Understanding Internet RTT behavior has received considerable
attention from network researchers and practitioners, and has been
the focus of several descriptive- as well as predictive analytics
studies. There are, however, many problems surrounding the study
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of the RTT on the Internet, mostly stemming from the Internet’s
size and complexity. Firstly, RTTs are inherently stochastic and
dependent on a variety of factors, including network topology
and traffic load. Compounding the problem is the fact that it is
complicated to acquire representative RTT samples or even test
how RTT measurements affect different protocols that use those
measurements.

Even though there are platforms for collecting RTT measure-
ments under realistic conditions, e.g. PlanetLab [5], access is still
constrained and impractical for some studies [21]. Network simu-
lators provide more control over the testing environments as well
as higher degree of experimental reproducibility, but much care
must be taken to ensure that the observed results correspond to
reality; however, some aspects simply cannot be reproduced in
simulation [9].

As the Internet evolves and scales up not just in size but also
in complexity, it is imperative that the RTT, one of the Internet’s
main “vital signs”, is constantly monitored and studied in order
to validate previously observed trends as well as to uncover new
ones. Our original motivation for this work is to explore techniques
to estimate future RTT behavior based on past and current RTT
trends. With that goal in mind, we started by conducting an RTT
characterization study using both RTT traces obtained from real
Internet traffic as well as traces generated by simulation.

As such, the main contributions of this paper include: (1) veri-
fying that temporal and spatial factors affect RTT behavior in re-
peatable ways, (2) confirming that the observed RTT distributions
can be modeled as a power law and RTT jitter follows a Cauchy
distribution, (3) using systematic and robust statistical methodology
to verify that the power law adequately fits observed RTTs, and
(4) employing RTT power law statistics to validate and fine-tune
simulation environments.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents previous research that relates to our work. In Section 3,
we describe the datasets used in our study and Section 4 presents
our descriptive analysis of these datasets. Section 5 describes our
simulation experiments and shows the validation that the resulting
RTTs exhibit power law behavior comparable to what was observed
from the real RTT datasets. Finally Section 6 concludes the paper
with some directions for future work.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
In this section, we provide a brief overview of previous work we
find the most related to our paper. We place related work in two
main categories, namely descriptive- and predictive studies.

2.1 Descriptive Analysis
The Internet is continuously changing and evolving and as such,
its behavior and performance need to be constantly studied and
characterized [2].
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For example, there exists a large body of work on network traf-
fic’s self-similarity properties, including [7, 13, 17]. Self-similarity is
strongly related with the presence of power law behavior, differing
from the telephony-based models previously adopted. This paper
extends this body of work by using more recent developments in
the study of power law distributions that allows for a more robust
power law identification and goodness of fit testing. We also use
this methodology to validate RTT traces generated using network
simulation.

The Center for Applied Internet Data Analysis (CAIDA) has been
a major player in the quest to understand practical and theoretical
aspects of the Internet. Their work on characterizing and analyzing
Internet topology, routing, traffic, as well as economics and policy
is widely known and recognized. For example, the work presented
in [11] compares different Internet distance metrics, namely: num-
ber of remaining hops measured in number of IP addresses and in
number of Autonomous Systems (ASs) to be traversed, geographical
distance to the next hop, and delay.

Shakkottei et al. [20] discuss different methods to collect RTT
data without access to client or server. It also presents a study of
RTT distribution using different datasets, which found that the
peaks in the distribution tend to vary according to the location
of the communication end points. It also observed that the RTT
distribution has a long tail, which they suggest, is not explainable
only by queuing delays.

Other Internet properties have also been studied by the net-
working research community. A notable example is the use of the
Zipf distribution to model different Internet characteristics such as
distribution of Web requests and router connectivity. Adamic and
Huberman [3] present an overview of the application of the Zipf
distribution to model growth, caching, and network connectivity
on the Internet.

Garetto and Towsley [10] provide an analysis of Internet traffic’s
queuing delay. Their work proposes mechanisms to predict queuing
delay in a link when transferring files of size modeled by a long-
tailed distribution. They validate their results with simulation and
real measurements in network, providing amethodology to evaluate
performance in networks, and better understanding of influence of
long-tailed distributions in this environment.

Rizo-Dominguez et al. [19] focus on RTT jitter, that is, the dif-
ference between consecutive measurements, of RTT. Jitter is par-
ticularly important for real-time services such as video or voice
transmission, since fluctuations in the intervals between arrivals
of packets impact user experience as well as buffer requirements.
The study models jitter using a Cauchy distribution. In our work,
we examine whether this property can be observed in the jitter
measurements from the traces and simulations results studied.

2.2 Predictive Analysis
TCP’s original RTT estimation mechanism [12] is mainly based
on linear filtering, which works well for signals with Gaussian
characteristics. However, statistics of RTT show non-Gaussian
characteristics and as such other approaches could provide bet-
ter prediction [8, 14].

Vishwanath and Vahdat [22] proposed a framework to generate
realistic traffic patterns. They base their work on the modeling of

different levels of behavior in the network, such as user session
and application, and extraction of characteristics from observed
captured data to recreate distributions for these behaviors.

3 DATASETS
For this work we considered two RTT datasets measured from real
Internet traffic. The first one was collected by an Internet traffic
management company and covers a 24-hour period in January
19, 2015. The second dataset was collected by CAIDA to study
the Internet’s topology. While intervals between data collection
were longer in the CAIDA trace, data was collected over multiple
years, allowing the examination of ongoing trends. Tables 1 and 2
summarize the characteristics of both datasets.

3.1 Commercial Dataset

Table 1: Commercial dataset.

Data collection period January 19, 2015
Number of entries 637,462,949
Location granularity Autonomous System (AS) number

(client-side only)
Collection method Requests from clients
Sampling rate Average 7,378.04 samples per sec-

ond
Availability Private
Collection purpose Commercial traffic optimization

The dataset from the Internet traffic management company cov-
ers a period of 24 hours on January 19, 2015 and was measured by
Web clients located world-wide. Each entry in this dataset corre-
sponds to one measurement, either RTT or throughput and, among
other information, includes source and destination addresses. Data
is collected through collaboration with partner companies, who
instrument their websites such that when users access their content,
browsers collect page usage information. That same mechanism
also probes participating systems to measure latency and band-
width.

Information about the client is anonymized for privacy reasons.
Therefore, it is not possible to identify specific connections. But
using different levels of available location information, we are able
to group measurements by Autonomous System (AS). Informa-
tion about destinations is even more restricted and consists of an
anonymized identication of the content provider that receives ob-
ject requests.

3.2 CAIDA Dataset
The CAIDA dataset was generated by the Ark project [4] whose
purpose was to study the Internet’s topology. It employs periodic
RTT measurements using “monitors” located around the world. We
used a subset of this trace corresponding to the months of January,
March, and September in 2008, 2010, 2012, and 2014.

While this dataset contains less information per entry than the
other one, as is evidenced by the count of samples shown in Table 2,
it covers a much longer period of time. Data was collected using
scamper, a tool for probing Internet destinations, which shows the
path from a querying computer to the query’s destination. The



Table 2: CAIDA dataset.

Data collection period January, March and September in
2008, 2010, 2012, 2014

Number of entries 157,290,736
Location granularity City and country (monitoring-

side only)
Collection method scamper tool from multiple

servers (traceroute based)
Sampling rate 1 sample per second per monitor
Availability Public
Collection purpose Topology study of the Internet

dataset is organized according to the querying computers, which
are identified through the country and city of their location in a way
that it is possible to establish their geographical position. However,
the destinations are identified only by IP addresses.

4 RTT SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL
CHARACTERIZATION

We examine both datasets with the goals of identifying patterns that
can help inform the prediction of future RTTs. More specifically,
we will look at how geographical position and the time of the day
influence the RTT distribution.

4.1 Commercial Dataset
In the analysis of commercial dataset, we organize the data into six
groups: five corresponding to the connection’s continent of origin
(identified as “market” in the dataset) and one group for connections
without this identification. We further group by hour of the day
and then describe the distributions of RTT by geographic region
over time. We plot time in GMT in order to be able to compare RTT
behavior in different time zones.

Figure 1 plots, for each market, the number of RTTs collected
every hour over a 24-hour period. A first inspection of Figure 1,
which represents the level of network activity generated by each
market during one day, already shows clear differences amongst
network activity levels of the different markets, as well as daily
patterns. In particular we notice that the counts for the North
American (NA) and European (EU)marketsmatchwith the expected
changes in activity throughout the time. The European market
shows a drop in counts in the period between 0 and 6 GMT, which
corresponds to night in Europe, while the same period presents
a peak in the North American market, where it is evening. That
period is followed by a rise in activity for the European market,
where it is morning, while the American market enters the night
with a drop in count.

Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 plot RTT statistics for each market
throughout the day, including the first quartile, the median, the
third quartile, as well as the mean. From these graphs, we can ob-
serve how daily RTT statistics vary in each market. Notably, based
on the similarities of their RTT statistics, we identify three groups,
namely: (1) Europe and North America, (2) Asia and Oceania, and
(3) South America and Africa. For example, when comparing Fig-
ures 2 and 6, we observe that RTT statistics for the North American
and European markets are quite similar in terms of quartile values
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Figure 1: Number of measured RTTs by market plotted over
a period of 24 hours. NA represents North America, OC:
Oceania, EU: Europe, AS: Asia, AF: Africa, SA: South Amer-
ica, XX: unknown.

(e.g. mean RTT for both markets is around 180 ms), interquartile
range, as well as daily trends. The same is true for Asia and Ocea-
nia (Figures 7 and 4, respectively). While RTT statistics in North
America and Europe do not exhibit significant fluctuation during
the day, both Oceania and Asia present visible variations in their
24-hour RTT statistics. Moreover, RTT statistics variation happen
around the same times of day for Oceania and Asia.
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Figure 2: North American market’s RTT statistics over 24
hours: mean and interquartile range with median.

Our RTT statistics also reveal distinct interquatile ranges for
these three groups of markets. We notice that the North American
and European markets exhibit the lowest RTT statistics, which indi-
cate connectionswith generally low response times, while the South
American and African markets show the opposite. The Oceanic
and Asian markets are in-between, with the Asian market showing
slightly higher values. The most likely explanations for this are:
(1) disparity in the markets’ underlying networking infrastructure
between these markets, and (2) difference in how many connec-
tions originating in a given market stay “local”, i.e. how many
connections have both the client and server in the same market. We
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Figure 3: South American market’s RTT statistics over 24
hours: mean and interquartile range with median.
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Figure 4: Oceanic market’s RTT statistics over 24 hours:
mean and interquartile range with median.
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Figure 5: African market’s RTT statistics over 24 hours:
mean and interquartile range with median.

contend that in the South American and African markets there are
a large number of non-local connections. In order to address this
particular issue more accurately, we would need to consider the
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Figure 6: European market’s RTT statistics over 24 hours:
mean and interquartile range with median.
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Figure 7: Asian market’s RTT statistics over 24 hours: mean
and interquartile range with median.

effect of Content Distribution Networks (CDNs). However, from
the information available in the commercial dataset, we are not
able to determine whether content was served by the origin server
or by a CDN.

In order to provide a more microscopic RTT analysis, we zoom
in to the Autonomous System (AS) level and study connections
originating in a given AS. We zoom in even further and extract all
measurements between an AS and the provider most frequently
accessed by connections originating within the AS.

Going beyond these statistics, we also selected measurements
of RTT between AS 7922 and certain providers in order to try to
study behavior of a connection. We selected AS 7922 because it
was the AS with the most of measurements with distinct providers.
We further isolated all measurements between this AS and its most
accessed provider in order to study the distribution of RTT jitter.
We want to confirm the Cauchy behavior as mentioned in [19],
which is relevant for real-time applications in particular.

In Figure 8 we see the results of this analysis with the original
distribution and its fit. We fit the data to the Cauchy distribution
using the median and the interquartile range of the measurements
as location and scale parameters. Furthermore, we repeated this



analysis with shuffled measurements before calculating differences
and with discarded measurements, and in both cases we observed
similar fit, indicating that measurement order or loss of measure-
ments does not have a strong impact on the identification of the
underlying distribution.
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Figure 8: Density estimation of the distribution of differ-
ences between RTTs and its best fit.

4.2 CAIDA Dataset
The CAIDA dataset was collected by the Archipelago (Ark) Mea-
surement Infrastructure as part of the Internet Topology Discovery
project [4] with the use of scamper, a utility that probes destina-
tions in the Internet, showing the path from the probe’s origin to its
destination. As such, it generates “traceroute-like” measurements
which are used to compose Internet topology maps. The dataset
contains measurements collected continually since 2007, although
the last two years of data are not available to the general public. As
described in Section 3, we use data measured during the months
of January, March and September of 2008, 2010, 2012, and 2014.
We selected March and September to have two months spaced half
a year apart, and January because it marks the beginning of the
calendar year.

Each entry in the CAIDA dataset contains: the URL of the con-
nection’s source, the destination IP address, the RTT between the
source and the destination, as well as the IP addresses of intermedi-
ate nodes and the corresponding RTTs. In our analysis, we do not
account for the intermediate RTTs as they would bias the analysis
by including multiple occurrences of nodes closer to the source of
the request.

Since we can infer geographical information from the each RTT’s
source URL, we can cluster measured RTTs by continent, similarly
to what we did with the commercial dataset. Even though this
dataset has a much lower density of measurements per time unit,
its longer duration allows us to look for longer-term trends (i.e.,
trends transcending a day) that the commercial dataset cannot
reveal. The data as illustrated in the following graphics show some
examples of similarity trends between consecutive dates. Figure 9
shows measurements of the third quartile of the RTT measured for
five consecutive days by a computer in Canada. Figure 10 shows

measurements for the third quartile of the RTT measured for five
different computers in five different days and continents.
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Figure 9: Measurements for the third quartile from a com-
puter in Canada for 5 consecutive days.
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Figure 10: RTT measurements for the third quartile from
different countries on different days of the year.

Even though the data is less dense than in the other dataset,
the prevalence of this pattern in different regions and days of the
year confirms the influence of daily patterns on the distribution of
RTT. Those graphics also show how different places have different
patterns of RTT, in agreement with the previous data that we ana-
lyzed. Furthermore it can be noted that that the variations in RTT
throughout the day show similarities despite being measured on
different times of the year and regions, which suggest a common
cause for those variations. The aggregate measurements of each
month also show little variation. Figure 11 also shows a comparison
of empirical CDF and CDF of the expected Cauchy, showing high
similarity.

4.3 Power Law
An important property of the statistical distribution of RTT mea-
surements is its power law characteristics as identified in [20].
However, as described in [6], showing that a dataset exhibits power
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Figure 11: Comparison between empirical CDF for mea-
sured Jitter and expected Cauchy fit of one hour of measure-
ments of a computer in the USA.

law behavior is not trivial. In fact, similar to natural phenomena
that exhibit power law behavior, Internet connections’ RTT dis-
tributions exhibit power law behavior only for RTT values larger
than a certain threshold.

In order to confirm whether RTT distributions collected from
more recent Internet activity still exhibits power law characteristics,
we employ the approach proposed in [6], which provides a mode
systematic and robust statistical methodology to identify the “power
law threshold”. It also proposes a “goodness-of-fit” test to verify
that the power law is an appropriate model.

The basic idea behind the approach proposed in [6] is to use the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic to identify the RTT distribu-
tion’s “power law threshold” as follows. The KS statistic is defined
as the supremum of the distance between the empirical cumulative
distribution Fn (x) and the presumed empirical distribution F (x) for
all values x in a set X , that is:

KS (X ) = sup |Fn (x) − F (x)|

We compute, for each measurement r , the KS statistic as the supre-
mum of the difference between the empirical RTT CDF and the
Pareto distribution with estimated minimum value xmin = r and
scale parameter

α̂ = 1 + n

[ n∑
i=1

ln
xi

xmin

]−1
Where n is the number of samples in X greater or equal to xmin
and xi is one of those samples. We select then the r that resulted in
the minimum KS value, that is:

x̂min = argmin
r

KS(Xr ),Xr = {x ∈ X : x ≥ r }

After that we need to validate whether the resulting power law
model is a good fit for this portion of the dataset. In order to do
so we generate synthetic datasets of the same size as the original
collection of samples using as parameters the size of the dataset
partitions, the limit between partitions, the estimated shape factor
of the power law, and the measurements that do not follow the
power law distribution. As a result we have a dataset S with values

generated according to a random variable R such that:

|S | = |X |

s ∈ S → fR (s) > 0

fR (s) =

{ 1
|X |

if s < x̂min and s ∈ X
|i {s ∈X :s≥x̂min } |

|X |
fP (s) otherwise, P ∼ Pareto (x̂min , α̂)

Once we have a synthetic collection of data S , we can submit it to
the same partition process to find a minimum value ŝmin for the tail
and compare the resulting KS statistic KS

(
Sŝmin

)
of the best fitting

partition with the one of the original dataset. The ratio of synthetic
datasets with greater KS statistic over total synthetic datasets gives
us a p-value that will be used to validate the resulting power law
model. Given a set of synthetic datasets D, the calculation of the
p-value can be expressed as:

p =

��{S ∈ D : KS
(
Sŝmin

)
> KS

(
Xx̂min

)}��
|D |

Higher p-values provide strong evidence of the resulting power law
model’s validity.

For the purpose of this work we generated 1000 synthetic
datasets, so we consider a threshold of 0.2 as the minimum p-value
to accept that a sample of data behaves according to a power law.
For example, Figure 12 shows the distribution of RTT measure-
ments corresponding to an Internet connection captured in the
commercial dataset. It also shows the power law fit for the “tail”
of the distribution which we then validate by generating 1,00 syn-
thetic datasets; the resulting p-value is 0.998 which is more than
the minimum p-value of 0.1 as recommended by [6]1. To fit the
distribution of the lower RTT values, we use the shifted Gamma
distribution as suggested in [15].
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Figure 12: Sample fit of the RTT distribution corresponding
to a connection from the commercial dataset.

Figure 13 shows the result of testing the power law goodness of
fit for the two original datasets we analyzed and for the data gener-
ated using the ns-3 network simulator [18] for different topologies
(see Section 5 for more details on our simulation experiments and
1According to[6], the recommended minimum p-value is 0.1 using 2,500 synthetic
datasets; in our case, since we used 1,000 synthetic datasets to cut down on computa-
tional time, we raised the minimum p-value to 0.2 as a way to compensate for the loss
of precision.



results). We plot the distribution of the p-values that we found in
box-plots so we can see the range of values found. We can observe
that both CAIDA and the commercial dataset show the presence
of power law behavior, albeit the higher variance of the commer-
cial dataset’s p-values. The synthetic datasets resulting from our
simulation experiments shown in Figure 13 are further discussed
in Section 5.

4.4 Summary
We summarize our observations of RTT behavior based on the
CAIDA and commercial datasets below. As expected, both the
CAIDA and commercial datasets show differences in the general
distribution of RTTs according to the location and time of day of
the measurements. More specifically:

• Figures 2 through 7 and 10 confirm the dependence of RTT
behavior on where RTTS are measured (i.e., the network
location of the application client);

• The pattern of the RTT “peaks” observed over multiple days
from the CAIDA dataset also shows how daily patterns in-
fluence network performance (Figures 1 and 9);

• RTT power law behavior is still prevalent on the Internet
(Figures 12 and 13);

• Both datasets confirm the presence of Cauchy behavior in
RTT jitter (Figures 8, 11 and 14) which is important for In-
ternet real-time applications.

The continued presence of power law and Cauchy behavior in the
Internet reinforces the need for RTT prediction methods which
account for RTT’s heavy tails.

5 GENERATING AND VALIDATING
SYNTHETIC RTT TRACES

As previously pointed out, access to RTT datasets that are represen-
tative of real Internet activity is quite limited and pose significant
obstacles to the study of the Internet, its protocols and applications.
Using network simulation platforms is an attractive alternative,
however it is critical to ensure that simulated environments are
accurate representations of reality. In this section we propose the
use of power law properties of Internet RTT distributions as a way
to validate and calibrate network simulation environments’ fidelity.
We begin by presenting our initial simulation environments and
experiments.

5.1 Simulation Setup
We used the simulator ns-3 [18] and experimented with two dif-
ferent types of network topologies, namely: topologies generated
using the BRITE topology generator [16] and topologies based
on the dumbbell model. Both topologies differ only in how the
data sources and sinks are created, they use the same distribution,
the Zipf, to model the distribution of connections as described by
Adamic and Huberman [3]. The models for the behavior of applica-
tions and their proportions is also shared between topologies using
the models given in the simulation specifications developed by the
3rd generation Partnership Project 2 (3GPP2) [1]. Those provide
three models of data using the TCP protocol, which are based on
FTP, HTTP, or video usage, and one for voice, which allow for loss.

The different TCP usage models differ in the size of files that are
transmitted, interval between requests, and patterns of request:
individual, in groups, or constant.

BRITE Topologies. Our original implementation using the BRITE
topology was configured to have ten ASs, each one with a thousand
nodes. External bandwidth (between ASs) is on a uniform range
of 10 to 1024 Mbps, while internal bandwidth follows a heavy-
tailed with same limits. ASs were placed according to Barabasi
methodology, while nodes inside each AS were placed according
to Waxman methodology [16]. Each AS was configured to have
five data sources and a hundred possible data sinks, connected to
the nodes of the topology generated by BRITE using a 5Mbps con-
nection. Connections between sources and sinks were determined
randomly according to the Zipf distribution.

Dumbbell Topologies. We also utilized in out experiments the
dumbbell topologies, which have been widely used as simplified
topology models of the internet. Dumbbell topologies consist of
a bottleneck link connecting two network nodes, which in turn
connect a group of end users. In out dumbbell topology experiments,
we use a 2Mbps bottleneck link with 2ms propagation delay, to
which nodes connect through 5Mbps connections. We created five
servers and a hundred clients connected to the opposite ends of
teh dumbbell, so that all the servers will have to cross the common
link to reach their clients. We used the same number of sources
and sinks and distributed connections and applications according
to the same distributions to have the same style of traffic load.

5.2 Simulation Validation
Here we use the same power law fitting process as we described in
Section 4.3 to generate power law fits for the datasets obtained from
the simulation experiments. Our goal is two-fold, namely: (1) verify
the fidelity of synthetically-generated RTT traces; and (2) fine-tune
simulation environments in order to generate realistic RTT traces.
In Figure 13 we also plot the p-values for RTT traces obtained from
simulations using the BRITE and dumbbell topologies. We observe
that while the BRITE simulations exhibit some degree of power
law behavior, the p-values for the dumbbell topology experiments
indicate that their power law features are quite weak.
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Figure 13: Distribution of p-values from power law fits for
the real RTT datasets as well as datasets from simulations.



Additionally, to achieve our second goal of trying to calibrate
the fidelity of synthetically generated RTT traces, we generated a
slightly different BRITE topology, named BRITE2 in the graph, and
show that, based on its p-values, it yields a higher degree of RTT
power law behavior. The only modification in this new topology
was a different distribution of the neds , which are now arranged
in 100 ASs of 200 nodes each. All other parameters were kept the
same, although since the number of sources was defined by AS that
means we have more active sources of traffic. this suggests that
we can use the p−-value to fine-tune simulation environments in
order to generate more realistic RTT distributions and consequently
increase the simulation’s fidelity.

We also validate how well the Cauchy distribution can model
RTT jitter, i.e., the differences between consecutive RTT measure-
ments. To this end, we compare the KS statistics of measured jitter
against the KS statistics of a Cauchy distribution that uses the sam-
ple median as the distribution’s location parameter and half of the
interquartile range as scale parameter. The resulting KS statistics
presented in Figure 14 confirm the presence of the Cauchy behavior
in the RTT jitters measured from the real datasets as well as the
synthetic ones, though the later contain more occurrences with
poorer fit.
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Figure 14: KS statistics for RTT jitter fitting using a Cauchy
distribution for the real as well as synthetic datasets.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a characterization of current Internet activity
by studying recent RTT traces obtained from real Internet traffic
as well as from simulated networked environments. Our goal was
to validate previously observed RTT behavior as well as uncover
new trends. The contributions of our work can be summarized as
follows: (1) verifying that temporal and spatial factors affect RTT
behavior in repeatable ways, (2) confirming that RTT distributions
can be modeled as a power law and RTT jitter follows a Cauchy
distribution, (3) using systematic and robust statistical methodology
to verify that the power law adequately fits observed RTTs, and
(4) employing RTT power law statistics to validate and fine-tune
simulation environments.

As future research directions, we plan to expand our study to
include additional RTT traces. We also plan on using the insights

gained from this study to develop amore accurate RTT predictors as
well as develop systematic methodologies to propose and calibrate
simulation environments that preserve real-world characteristics
and properties.
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